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CLASS CONCEPT:  Full performance level professional in environmental technical services under general direction of the Environmental Laboratory Manager requiring considerable 
knowledge of EPA approved sample collection and testing methodologies related to water, wastewater and solid waste operations.  Performs environmental compliance activities 
including water/wastewater sampling, testing, inspecting and monitoring and reporting.  
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Perform routine and complex field sampling (e.g., collect industrial, wastewater, potable 
water, surface water, biosolids, soil and groundwater samples) at various locations 
throughout the county following approved EPA methodology and county standard operating 
procedures. Install, operate, maintain, troubleshoot and provide training on various field 
environmental monitoring and measuring instruments including probes, in-line 
instrumentation, multi-parameter data sondes, flow measuring devices, and automated 
samplers. Select appropriate device based on field conditions. Inspect and verify customer 
installed devices.  Properly document all collection activities and complete associated chain 
of custody records.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Perform all field analytical methods, collect field monitoring data, and carry out laboratory 
wet chemistry and microbiological analytical procedures. Provide training on field analytical 
methods.  Prepare reagents/standards. Maintain laboratory instruments and field testing 
equipment. Calibrate complex analytical and monitoring equipment and maintain calibration 
logs. Evaluate, maintain and make repairs to equipment (e.g., tightening fittings, draining and 
cleaning of vessels; and replacing valves, tubing, filters, gaskets, gauges; and oiling and 
lubricating other component parts as required).  Prepare and maintain records, both paper and 
electronic, laboratory and field sheets, reports, and QA/QC records. Utilize computer 
software for word processing, spread sheets and databases to maintain and record data; 
compile and write reports. 
 
Perform the routine operations of the Septage Receiving Station (e.g,, accepting applications 
and payment from residents, issuing access cards to residents and industries, providing 
information to customer service for billing, training customers on the use of the septage 
station, and the monitoring and upkeep of the facility) and act as point of contact for a variety 
of internal and external customers (e.g., preparing bottle orders, receiving samples, logging 
samples into LIMS, acting as sample custodian, answering basic questions from residents 
about available services, providing sampling and handling instructions, and handling 

Knowledge of 10 (safety practices, including laboratory and field safety),* 13b (Policies and 
Procedures including EPA methodologies),* 20 (natural sciences--chemistry, biology related to 
water and wastewater environmental compliance activities); Skill in  25b (Word Processing - 
Microsoft Office, Laboratory Information Systems), 29 (Equipment Operations – various laboratory 
testing equipment;  vehicle); Ability to 30b (recognize unusual or threatening conditions & take 
appropriate action), 30f (deal with problems involving several variables in a familiar context), 30h 
(apply principals to solve practical, everyday problems), 30j (interpret variety of instructions in 
written, oral, picture or schedule form), 30o (understand somewhat abstract field of study 
(chemistry, biology), 30p (deal with non-verbal symbols in formulas, equations or graphs), 31c 
(comprehend and record figures accurately), 31d (add, subtract, multiply, and divide whole 
numbers), 31e (calculate fractions, decimals, and percentages), 31f (use algebra), 31h ( use 
statistical analysis), 32b (recognize safety warning), 32g (copy records precisely without error), 
32i( comprehend simple sentences with common vocabulary), 32k (complete routine forms), 32l 
(maintain accurate records), 32q (understand manuals & verbal instructions, technical in nature), 
33e (gather, collect & classify information about data, people or things), 34b (work alone on most 
tasks), 34c (cooperate with co-workers on group projects), 35a (demonstrate physical fitness), 35b 
(demonstrate agility), 35c (demonstrate strength to lift up to 50 lbs), 35d (demonstrate strength to 
move objects from one location to another), 35e (demonstrate dexterity to work with small parts 
with your hands). 
 
Knowledge of 10,* 13b,* 20; Skill in 25b, 29; Ability to 30b, 30f, 30h, 30j, 30o, 30p, 31c, 31d, 31e, 
31f, 31h, 32b, 32g, 32i, 32k, 32l, 32q, 33e, 34b, 34c, 35a, 35b, 35c, 35d, 35e. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Knowledge of 10,* 13b,* 20; Skill in 25b, 29; Ability to 30b, 30f, 30h, 30j, 30o, 30p, 31c, 31d 
(add, subtract, multiply, and divide whole numbers; handle payments in accordance with county 
financial policies)*, 31e, 31f, 31h, 32b, 32g, 32i, 32k, 32l, 32q, 33e, 34b, 34c, 35a, 35b, 35c, 35d, 
35e. 
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payments for lab services).  
 
Assist with industrial & commercial facility investigations and inspections, environmental 
site assessments, complaint investigations (i.e. illegal dumping, odors) and field 
investigations (i.e. sewer grease clogs.)  Provide information for environmental investigative 
reports (e.g., field notes, field analytical data, photographs, smoke testing, dye testing, flow 
measurements).  Assist with various testing functions as needed. 
 
 
(Performs Related Duties As Required) 
 

 
Knowledge of 10,* 13b,* 20; Skill in 25b, 29; Ability to 30b, 30f, 30h, 30j, 30o, 30p, 31c, 31d, 31e, 
31f, 31h, 32b, 32g, 32i, 32k, 32l, 32q, 33e, 34b, 34c, 35a, 35b, 35c, 35d, 35e. 
  
 
 
 
 
(*Developed After Employment) 

UNUSUAL WORKING 
CONDITIONS: 
Works with hazardous materials in a 
laboratory and field environment.  May be 
exposed to weather conditions. Participates in 
on-call rotation for after-hours, weekend and 
holiday coverage. 
 

MINIMUM CLASS REQUIREMENTS: (Including License, If Any)  
Must have current valid driver license with acceptable driving record. Must have OEPA Class I Distribution 
or Collection license, or higher.  Must have Bachelor degree in Environmental Science, Chemistry, Biology 
or related Earth Science with 2 years of  experience in environmental sampling , laboratory analysis or 
water / waste water treatment operations OR Associate Degree in Environmental Science, Chemistry, 
Biology or related Earth Science with 4 years of  experience in environmental sampling , laboratory analysis 
or water / waste water treatment operations OR high school diploma with 6 years of  experience in 
environmental sampling , laboratory analysis or water / waste water treatment operations.   (Other 
Evidences May Be Substituted) 

TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT: 
Obtain OEPA drinking water certification 
for related areas within 1 year of hire or at 
the next scheduled OEPA survey, 
whichever is later.  Obtain both OEPA 
Class I Distribution and Class I Collection 
licensure within 3 years of hire. Maintain 
all required licensures and certifications. 

 


